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 ANDREW M. COOPER

 Chains, Pains, and Tentative
 Gains: The Byronic
 Prometheus in the
 Summer of 1816

 The Prometheus?if not exactly in my plan?has always been so
 much in my head?that I can easily conceive its influence over all
 or anything that I have written.
 ?Byron, letter to John Murray of September 17, 1817

 No pain, no gain.
 ?Old proverb

 Byron's meeting with the Shelleys at Geneva on May 27, 1816 coincided with a turning-point in his career and crucially determined
 its future. When the separation from Lady B. became a matter of ugly
 public innuendo in March, the myth of Promethean self-exile Byron
 had been fabricating ever since he began Childe Harold's Pilgrimage in
 1809 took on a compulsory reality of its own. Canto in o? Childe Harold,
 roughly the first two-thirds of which was written during the poet's
 dilatory journey toward Geneva, shows him struggling to master his
 fate by demystifying his Prometheanism and reinventing it in a form
 less rigidly defiant and isolating. The necessity of this struggle is ex
 plained indirectly in the stanzas written in early May on Napoleon,
 "Conqueror and captive of the earth," but now

 . . . nothing, save the jest of Fame,
 Who wooed thee once, thy vassal, and became
 The flatterer of thy fierceness, till thou wert

 SiR, 27 (Winter 1988)

 529
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 530  ANDREW M. COOPER

 A god unto thyself; nor less the same
 To the astounded kingdoms all inert,

 Who deem'd thee for a time whate'er thou didst assert.

 (in.37)1

 Napoleon's godlike power was not absolute but relative, for it depended
 on the kingdoms' accepting their subjugation. Had he maintained "That
 just habitual scorn which could contemn / Men and their thoughts,"
 then "Such scorn of men had help'd to brave the shock" of his over
 throw. But as the poet well realizes, "men's thoughts were the steps

 which pav'd thy throne, / Their admiration thy best weapon shone"
 (hi.40, 41). By thus adopting his vassals' belief in his own deity, Na
 poleon?rather like Frankenstein vis-?-vis his monster, of whom more
 later?paradoxically became the slave of their perception. Byron's en
 trapment as a result of his idolization and subsequent ostracism by
 London Regency society is, he feels, no different; hence the self-mockery
 with which he speaks in Don Juan of having been "in my time, / The
 grand Napoleon of the realms of rhyme" (xi.55). Much as "self-willed"
 revolutionary terrorists distorted Rousseau's thought and "made them
 selves a fearful monument" that "will not endure, nor be endured"
 (in.82, 83), Byron, who in Childe Harold Cantos 1 and 11 like Rousseau
 "from woe / Wrung overwhelming eloquence" and "knew / How to
 make madness beautiful" (hi. 77), has monumentalized himself to an
 inhuman degree. As the Epistle to Augusta puts it, through ambition,
 love and fame he has indeed achieved "a Name. / Yet this was not the

 end I did pursue?- / Surely I once beheld a nobler aim" (st. 13).
 Thus the deliberate indistinctness with which Byron commemorates

 the battle of Waterloo. In Sir Walter Scott's subscription poem of Oc
 tober 1815, "The Field of Waterloo," the fallen "Horsemen and foot,?
 a mingled host" all belong to the routed French who remain "Objects
 half seen"; by contrast, the British dead have come to possess "bright
 careers" that are "Mark'd on [the] roll of blood."2 Whereas Scott's
 Conclusion glorifies Wellington and Waterloo, claiming "such havoc
 bought a name / Immortal in the rolls of fame" and serves to "write the
 moral lesson down" of Tory "constancy in the good cause alone," Byron
 argues that "the moral's truth tells simpler" without "colossal bust" or
 "column trophied for triumphal show" (in. 17). For Byron, Scott's "min
 gled host" includes both sides: "Rider and horse,?friend and foe,?in

 i. The Complete Poetical Works of Lord Byron, ed. Jerome J. McGann, 5 vols. (Oxford:
 Clarendon, 1980- ) 2: 90. All citations of Byron's poetry are from this edition, henceforth
 cited as PW.

 2. The Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott, 11 vols. (Edinburgh: Cadell, 1830) 10: 18-32.
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 one red burial blent!" (111.28). Scott's review of Childe Harold in in
 February 1817, though it takes Byron to task for ignoring Wellington
 and daring to "speak of the blood which flowed on the side of the
 vanquished as lost in the cause of freedom, " is nevertheless alert to the
 dangers of a too-rigidly heroic self-image for Byron personally.3 Even
 while lauding him as "the Champion of the English Parnassus" (91),
 Scott intimates that Byron's "mode of defiance may last too long,"
 causing his "darkness of the spirit ... to sink like a gulph between the
 distinguished poet and society" (95). Having begun by alluding to By
 ron's exile with a quotation from Ovid, Scott ends by warning that
 "future ages . . . will demand . . . why Lord Byron was unhappy? We
 retort this query on the noble poet himself while it is called 'today'. He
 does injustice to the world, if he imagines he has left it exclusively with
 those who rejoice in his sufferings" (96-97). The aptness of this retort,
 and Byron's striving to come to grips with it, form the subject of my
 essay.

 Partly, Lord Byron was unhappy because God was dying. In a secu
 larized world with subjectivity the only evidence of spiritual authentic
 ity, how can we determine which of us truly possess souls and which
 are vampires or monsters or Coleridgean Geraldines? Worse, how can
 we be sure we aren't one of the possibly soulless others? The romantic
 doppelg?nger is a dream whose wish is to solve this problem by enabling
 one part of the self to judge the other from outside. The result, of
 course, is never certainty but the uncanny doubt that the other has the
 ontologically "real" feelings, whereas what I feel is something else,
 perhaps not feeling at all?in which case I am forced to realize that the
 other's special outside knowledge is meaningless. The conviction that
 he knows what he feels is what supplies the basic integrity of Byron's
 Prometheus as he confronts the Thunderer, Jove, an outsider whose
 empty knowledge proves nonetheless so excruciatingly meaningless that
 by the end of the 1816 summer Byron begins to confront Jove as no
 less a part of himself than Prometheus.
 Until then, Promethean self-isolation has its advantages for Byron.

 For one thing, it allows him to exploit the guilt and hypocrisy generated
 by his bisexuality, which not only denied him any straightforward
 essentialist view of gender but by its seemingly contradictory nature
 often made him wonder if he possessed a soul at all.4 By representing
 his urge toward guilty secretiveness as the nobly self-imposed silence of

 3. Quarterly Review 16 (February 1817): 172-208; rpt. in Byron: The Critical Heritage,
 ed. Andrew Rutherford (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1970) 92.

 4. See Louis Crompton, Byron and Greek Love: Homophobia in icth-Century England
 (Berkeley: U of California P, 1985).
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 Prometheus, Byron establishes a sense of privacy able to offer his threat
 ened self proof of its intactness.5 What he discovers through the Shelleys
 and their writings of the 1816 summer?"Mont Blanc" and Frankenstein
 in particular?is that Promethean silence can be complicity with the
 oppressor as well as resistance. Does the Byronic Prometheus seek
 genuinely radical change or merely a cyclical re-enactment of the slave
 tyrant nexus in the manner made painfully clear by Waterloo, an event
 that liberals and conservatives alike saw in Scott's terms as culminating
 a period of "vicissitude so strange . . . such varied change" as "Suc
 ceeding ages ne'er again shall know" (Conclusion). Under the influence
 of the Shelleys, the latter third of the Canto develops into an implicitly
 "new-historicist" critique of Wordsworthian Nature as a displaced form
 of culture.6 In consequence, Byron manages tentatively to reconcile his
 two selves that had grown increasingly divided during the "years of
 fame, " the one striving to preserve its poetic autonomy through guarded
 reserve while the other was exuberantly plunging into society as a
 lionized man of letters.

 The ostensible source of the Byronic hero's suffering is, of course,
 not just ennui but some secret transgression. Yet though he is sorely
 tempted to tell his deed, he also realizes that the understanding or
 acknowledgment liable to ensue from all but the most extravagant
 confession would tend to disempower him, reducing him to the normal
 social state of being no more than the sum of his self-expressions, merely

 5. My point holds even if one reverses the causality of this process and views Byron in
 Freudian terms as a "criminal from a sense of guilt" whose incest enabled him to rationalize
 "an oppressive feeling of guilt, of which he did not know the origin." "Some Characters

 Met With in Psycho-Analytic Work, " in The Complete Works of Freud, ed. James Strachey,
 24 vols. (London: Hogarth, 1957) 14: 332. If Byron's homosexuality served to some extent
 as such a source of guilt, then conceivably one of his impulses toward incest was in order
 to articulate his "unspeakable" crime through the more acceptable rhetoric of "sympathy"

 which, as Roy R. Male, Jr. points out, often figures in romantic writing as intimacy
 between brother and sister. See his "Shelley and the Doctrine of Sympathy," U of Texas
 Studies in English 29 (1950): 183.

 6. For the chronology of Canto ill's composition, see McGann, PW 2: 297. Byron's
 remark to Medwin that "Shelley, while I was in Switzerland, used to dose me with

 Wordsworth physic even to nausea" seems the opposite of the truth (cited in Leslie
 Marchand, Byron: A Biography, 3 vols. [New York: Knopf, 1957] 11: 624). Though PW
 slightly revises the dates McGann gives in Fiery Dust: A Study of Byron's Poetic Development
 (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1968), his conclusion there holds: "while Shelley's characteristic
 thoughts and attitudes are unmistakable in the later portions of the poem, the manuscript
 evidence will not sanction the discovery of such influence in any of the first fifty-seven
 stanzas, and it argues strongly (though not conclusively) against Shelley's influence upon
 any of the first seventy-one stanzas as well. The only exceptions are 33 and 67" (306).
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 "A link reluctant in a fleshly chain, / Class'd among creatures" (111.72).
 Such ambivalence repeatedly undercuts Byronic Prometheanism. In the
 space of a single stanza Childe Harold's "spirit," which seems exemplary
 in its Promethean refusal to "yield dominion . . . / To spirits against

 whom his own rebell'd," can nevertheless "find / A life within itself, to
 breathe without mankind" (111.12; italics mine). Similarly, although
 Manfred appears toward the end of the play as a noble Prometheus
 whose "solitude is . . . peopled with the Furies" (hi.ii. 130-31), this scene
 follows directly from his disparagement of "Father or mother, mistress,
 friend, or being / With whom I wore the chain of human ties" (in.ii. 101
 2), where the chain seems to signify merely banal social conventions of
 which Manfred is well and easily rid.

 Accordingly, the typical pose of the Byronic hero is not one of simple
 suffering, or of suppressed suffering, but of suffering visibly suppressed.
 The unsuppressed expression of pain is no more proof of possessing a
 soul than are the effects of galvanism (a discussion of which provoked
 Frankenstein), for agony discloses itself through the language of the body
 in the purely behavioral fashion of animals (inarticulate sounds and
 convulsions). Conversely, the phenomenology of pain is absolutely pri
 vate. Despite your best descriptions, I can never know your feelings as
 by direct experience, and so the complete suppression of suffering isn't
 proof of having a soul, either: for all I know you might be an automaton
 or one of the insensible "herd . . . of men" (111.12) Byron never wearies
 of disparaging. Byron's initial strategy in Canto m is a striptease of
 suffering designed to show that his self-isolation and contempt for the
 herd is not fiendish impassiveness but the reverse, impassioned Pro
 methean self-sacrifice on their behalf. Hence, as John A. Hodgson has
 shown, the instability of the Canto's images.7 Take, for example, the
 opening picture of Harold: "Secure in guarded coldness, he had mix'd
 / Again in fancied safety with his kind, / And deem'd his spirit now so
 firmly fix'd / And sheath'd with an invulnerable mind, / That, if no
 joy, no sorrow lurk'd behind" (111.10). Is the sheath stoical armor that
 protects Harold's spirit from an outside danger, namely the insensitive
 herd of men? Or is the sheath the scabbard of self-repression that protects
 him from emasculation by his own excessive sensitivity?8

 7-John A. Hodgson, "The Structures o? Childe Harold m," Studies in Romanticism 18
 (!979): 363; see Hodgson's analysis of these lines on 366.

 8. Moreover, if "a sword laid by / . . . eats into itself, and rusts ingloriously" (111.44),
 then sheathing the spirit's sword is going to be self-destructive, anyway?as is shown by

 Harold's pathetic corrosion during the Rhine sequence (sts. 47-60) after "his days / Of
 passion had consumed themselves to dust" (in. 53).
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 The problem is that Byron's demonstration of self-autonomy is in
 tended not for himself alone but also for "the contentious world," "the
 hot throng" from whose "wretched interchange of wrong for wrong"
 he wants to prove his exemption. Yet such a public performance only
 threatens to compromise him all over again by rendering him "the spoil
 of our infection" (m.69). Byron's solution is manipulation. By making
 readers respond to carefully selected and enacted aspects of himself such
 as his alter ego, Childe Harold, he becomes free to single out other
 aspects for unknowableness, and to claim that these alone represent his
 true self (thus his too-much-protested irritation at the public's tendency
 to confuse him with his protagonist). Like the herd of men, Byron the
 man therefore remains safely unknown; but unlike them he is not anon
 ymous but enigmatic, indeed distinctively so.

 The knowledge possessed by Prometheus in Byron's poem of July is
 likewise distinctive but uncommunicated. The importance of Prome
 theus is that he has transgressed the limits of mortal knowledge and
 learned when the Thunderer will be dethroned (29-30). And yet his
 stance only reaffirms the old epistemological boundaries, for if Prome
 theus fails to keep silent, his secret will be assimilated to the Jovian
 status quo. Although Byron's Prometheus is a rebel inasmuch as Byron
 clearly believes with Camus that "Man's solidarity is founded upon
 rebellion, and rebellion, in its turn, can only find justification in this
 solidarity," paradoxically Prometheus can assert this solidarity only
 through his extraordinary isolation.9 As John P. Farrell remarks, Camus'
 "'value judgment in the name of which the rebel refuses to approve the
 condition in which he finds himself ... is the Concentrated recompense'
 Byron avows in 'Prometheus.'"10 This painfully concentred recompense
 stands sharply opposed to the "abundant" one that Wordsworth obtains
 via the mediations, or compromises, of the naturalizing imagination.
 However, the two poets are less different than Byron would like to
 believe. For Prometheus' silence can easily slip from resistance into
 collaboration, much as the silence of the modern Prometheus, Franken
 stein, ensures the innocent Justine's execution at the hands of a distinctly
 patriarchal court system.

 Byron therefore begins during the summer and fall of 1816 to question
 the complacency of his youthful Satanism by associating the Promethean
 spark not only with the lightning bolt stolen from Jupiter but also with

 9. Cited in John P. Farrell, Revolution as Tragedy: The Dilemma of the Moderate from Scott
 to Arnold (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1980) 176.

 10. Farrell 145.
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 the traditional biblical image of prophetic inspiration given by God.
 When Manfred first rejects the coercions of the assembled Spirits, pro
 claiming that "the Promethean spark, / The lightning of my being, is
 as bright, / Pervading, and far-darting as your own, / And shall not
 yield to yours, though coop'd in clay!" (i.i. 154-58), or when he scorns
 the submissive piety of the Chamois Hunter with the assertion, "I am
 not of thine order" (n.i.38), he is simultaneously presenting himself as
 a Promethean fellow-sufferer and defender of humanity and exalting
 this stance to superhuman proportions. Mary Shelley deliberately ex
 ploits this ambiguity in Frankenstein, where actions described in terms
 of fire and light can connote altruistic rebellion, profane transgression
 or repressive tyranny depending on how she uses Paradise Lost to con
 textualize the imagery. In the same way, the pun Byron admiringly tells
 his Prometheus, "In thy Silence was his Qove's] Sentence" (31), does
 not transform so much as reverse the roles of judge and prisoner. If, as
 Camus says, rebellion "in its exalted and tragic forms is only, and only
 can be, a prolonged protest against death, a violent accusation against
 the universal death penalty,"11 then Byron's Prometheus carries passive
 aggression too far, repudiating the universal death penalty with posi
 tively murderous specificity. Politically, these ambiguities correspond to
 the question of whether the change Prometheus inaugurates is a revo
 lution in the ancient astronomical sense of cyclical, divinely ordained
 change within a fixed system?change that ultimately validates the sys
 tem?or rather a genuinely unique revolution in the fundamental mode
 of change.

 Prometheus' aim, says Byron, is "To render with thy precepts less /
 The sum of human wretchedness, / And strengthen Man with his own
 mind" (36-38)?lines that Percy Shelley recalled some few weeks later
 when he invoked Mont Blanc: "Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, to
 repeal / Large codes of fraud and woe" (80-81).12 But Shelley's more
 strictly Kantian idealism recognizes that if "The secret strength of things
 / Which governs thought, and to the infinite dome / Of heaven is as a
 law, inhabits" the mountain-top (139-41), then it is simply impossible
 that this law of thought could be trespassed and some forbidden knowl
 edge brought down in Byronic fashion. Shelley's letter of July 25 re
 cording his first impression of the mountain suggests it is not only the
 rock to which the Byronic Prometheus is chained, but is the buried

 il. Albert Camus, The Rebel: An Essay on Man in Revolt, trans. Anthony Bower (New
 York: Vintage, 1956) 100; see also 285.

 12. Shelley's Poetry and Prose, ed. Donald H. Reiman and Sharon B. Powers (New York:
 Norton, 1977) 91. All quotations of Shelley's poetry are from this edition.
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 Titan himself bound by mind-forged manacles: "One would think that
 Mont Blanc, like the god of the Stoics, was a vast animal, and that the
 frozen blood for ever circulated through his stony veins."13 For Percy
 Shelley, then, the mountain is less a Urizenic law-giver to be endured
 with silence than a motive for metaphor that compels the poet to speak
 out; through the mountain, the poet's hoped-for repeal of woe is echoed
 and objectified as the universal voice of Necessity, making him an
 unacknowledged legislator.

 Byron's explanation of his purpose in Childe Harold Canto in remains
 far more escapist:

 'Tis to create, and in creating live
 A being more intense, that we endow
 With form our fancy, gaining as we give
 The life we imagine, even as I do now.
 What am I? Nothing; but not so art thou,
 Soul of my thought! with whom I traverse earth,
 Invisible but gazing, as I glow

 Mix'd with thy spirit, blended with thy birth,
 And feeling still with thee in my crush'd feelings' dearth.

 (m.6)

 But if the life we imagine is a form of self-projection, then what is
 gained is, precisely, the "nothing" we already are, merely an intensified
 sense of our "feelings' dearth." The speaker's fantasy of traversing earth
 "invisible but gazing" may look toward the omniscient invulnerability
 of Satan in Cain, but it also recalls the impotent, voyeuristic Satan of
 Paradise Lost. If poems are embodying forms of consciousness by which
 the poet achieves self-extension in the world, as the stanza implies, then
 the means of self-extension cannot exclude the reciprocity by which the
 audience partly recreates the poet in its image. Only when the soul of
 Byron's thought becomes the reader rather than the self-preoccupied
 Harold, so that traversing earth entails a return to sociality rather than
 a heightening of his original impulse toward solipsistic privacy, will he
 escape this "whirling gulf of phantasy" (m.7).14

 13- Letter to Thomas Peacock, July 25, 1816, in The Complete Works of Shelley, ed.
 Roger Ingpen and Walter E. Peck, 10 vols. (New York: Gordian, 1965) 6: 141. All
 quotations of Shelley's prose are from this edition, henceforth cited as CW.

 14. Christabel, which Byron recited to the assembled circle on the night of June 18,
 likewise can be seen to dramatize the dangers of an excessively disembodied self-image.
 Since Christabel appears to regard herself as angelically pure, to corrupt her it is enough
 for G?raldine to trap the girl into denying her ordinary fallen knowledge of good and
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 Hence the appeal of the emotional short-cut "The Dream" holds out.
 Byron begins by arguing that dreams "pass like spirits of the past" and
 can enter into our lives and "become / A portion of ourselves" in the
 same way as dead friends have done. If therefore "the past [is] all
 shadow, " then dreams are shadows no less substantial than past existence
 itself (8-18). But unlike the ghostly shadows of the past, dreams are
 "Creations of the mind," and so offer an intensification of experience.
 Through a poetry of dreams, Byron hopes "The mind can make /
 Substance, and people planets of its own / With beings brighter than
 have been, and give / A breath to forms which can outlive all flesh"
 (19-22). As in Alastor and Frankenstein, the goal here is the Faustian one
 of cheating the psychic economy and getting something for nothing, of
 creating immortal life without the burden of having to grasp or ac
 knowledge its meaning for one's existing self. At the same time, Frank
 enstein, who transmutes not the ghostly shadows of the past but their
 actual corpses, exposes most sharply the contradiction in the Byronic
 myth of the isolated mind seeking to "make Substance" while abhorring
 its own immurement in the body. Mary Shelley's 1831 Introduction
 asserts, "Invention . . . does not consist in creating out of void, but out
 of chaos ... it can give form to dark, shapeless substances, but cannot
 bring into being the substance itself" (226). Speaking as a metaphysician,
 Percy Shelley would agree: "Mind, as far as we have any experience of
 its properties, and beyond that experience how vain is argument! cannot
 create, it can only perceive" (CW 6: 197). Mary Shelley sees through to
 the deadly, even vampiric nature of self-projection in "The Dream,"
 whose unrequited lover winds up, like the Poet of Alastor, with "no
 breath, no being, but in hers /.../... he had ceased / To live within
 himself; she was his life, / The ocean to the river of his thoughts, /
 Which terminated all" (51-58). Byron's outwardly idealistic desire for
 perfect oneness with the beloved in reality aims at the destruction of
 any actual human caring. On one hand, his poem discloses a murderous
 resentment that the beloved should have a separate existence of her own,

 evil. By disrobing "full in view" (251) of her, G?raldine elicits the sense of shame that has
 accompanied the sight of another's nakedness ever since our first parents covered them
 selves with fig leaves. The "mark of shame" and "seal of sorrow" (270) that G?raldine
 displays is nothing more supernatural than her naked body, itself the sign of original sin.
 On this reading, the "forced unconscious sympathy" by which Christabel proceeds "pas
 sively" to "imitate" her horrified image of G?raldine as a serpent (603-9) would be
 Christabel's appalled recognition of the fallenness of her own body, resulting reflexively
 from her awareness of Geraldine's body. The Poetical Works of Coleridge, ed. Ernest Hartley
 Coleridge (London: Oxford UP, 1973).
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 on the other hand a suicidal recognition of his own incapacity for
 independent feeling.
 That the members of the Geneva circle were taking such emotional

 short-cuts in their own lives, and doing so with the same mixture of
 naive idealism and naive selfishness as the Alastor Poet, Childe Harold,
 Manfred and Frankenstein, seems patent. For example, Claire Clairmont
 having decided in March 1816 to seduce Byron (whom she hadn't yet
 met) argues in one of her billets-doux that as her mind has been com
 pletely formed by his poetry, "the Creator ought not to destroy his
 creature" by ignoring her.15 The phrase not only anticipates Franken
 stein's relationship to his creature, but echoes Percy Shelley's tendency
 to present himself in his letters of February and March to William
 Godwin as a pathetic outcast abandoned by his mentor, "a man whom,
 in spite of his wrongs to me, I respect and love" (CW 9: 137). At times,
 Percy Shelley's love for Godwin collapses into a self-righteous bitterness
 that sounds like Frankenstein and the monster speaking in voice-over:
 "Do not talk o? forgiveness again to me," he warns, "for my blood boils
 in my veins, and my gall rises against all that bears the human form,
 when I think of what I, their benefactor and ardent lover, have endured
 of enmity and contempt from you and from all mankind" (CW o: 145).
 Shelley's denial of intimacy springs from the very desperateness of his
 desire for sympathy and acknowledgment; projecting onto others what
 ever qualities he himself needs, he produces not relationship but auto
 micity and ventriloquism. The danger for Byron is the other way
 around: he desires, as he repeatedly puts it, to "repeople" his asocial
 mind, yet its emptiness makes him all the more fearful of invading
 strangers who would undermine what little coherence it still possesses.
 What Byron's "Darkness" demonstrates is that it's no good to be

 human if proving it entails denying that anybody else is. In the scene
 where the two lone survivors rake the apocalyptic embers into a fire,
 then see each other's "fiendish" faces?"saw, and shriek'd, and died? /
 Even of their mutual hideousness they died" (66-67)?each man's con
 viction of the other's monstrosity destroys himself. Although the men
 are familiar enemies (55-57), they look so repulsive that they fail to
 recognize each other (68-69), so it is clear they die not of hatred?a
 common enough connection, as Byron had learned from his relationship
 with his wife?but from their perceived alienness. And yet their horrified
 reactions attest that they are human, after all. Reflexive self-conscious
 ness, however painful and destructive, emerges as the true mark of

 15- Letter to Byron of March 1816, cited in Marchand 2: 591.
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 humanity. The only way to circumvent it is through the utter callousness
 of Polidori's Vampyre, whose most striking feature is his "dead grey
 eye, which, fixing upon the object's face, did not seem to penetrate,
 and at one glance to pierce through to the inward workings of the heart;
 but fell upon the cheek with a leaden ray that weighed upon the skin it
 could not pass."16
 The relationship between Frankenstein and his monster parallels that

 of Byron's mutually hideous survivors. All the newly awakened monster
 seems to want as he stands over Frankenstein's bed, "one hand . . .
 stretched out, seemingly to detain me" (53), is a handshake and intro
 duction (or really, two introductions: one to Frankenstein and one to
 himself). It is Frankenstein's preoccupation with the monster's eyes,
 whose hideousness he emphasizes three times in the space of a page (52
 53), that renders this impossible. Mary Shelley's Introduction similarly
 locates the origin of the novel in Frankenstein's, and her own, confron
 tation of the monster's gaze (the first sentence evidently borrows some
 phrasing from Coleridge's Preface to "Kubla Khan"):

 My imagination, unbidden, possessed and guided me, gifting the
 successive images that arose in my mind with a vividness far beyond
 the usual bounds of reverie. I saw?with shut eyes, but acute mental
 vision,?I saw the pale student of unhallowed arts kneeling beside
 the thing he had put together. . . . He [the student] sleeps; but he
 is awakened; he opens his eyes; behold the horrid thing stands . . .
 looking on him with yellow, watery, but speculative eyes.

 I opened mine in terror.17

 "Speculative" here means not only "curious" or "capable of rational
 thought," but "like a speculum or mirror." Hence the mirror-like re
 versal Mary Shelley describes. First the creator stands over his unawak
 ened "thing," then he sleeps and the thing comes to life and stands over
 him?at which point the author herself starts from her waking dream
 and, like the Keatsian Adam, finds it truth. For Keats, Adam's dream
 illustrates that "What the imagination seizes as Beauty must be truth?
 whether it existed before or not."18 Mary Shelley's Introduction traves
 ties this fantasy of edenic wish-fulfillment unmediated by the material

 16. John William Polidori, The Vampyre; A Tale (London: Sherwood, Neely, and Jones,
 1819); rpt. in Rieger 266.

 17. Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, ed. James Rieger (1818; Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
 1974) 227-28. All citations are from this edition.

 18. Letter to Benjamin Bailey of November 22, 1817, in The Letters of John Keats, ed.
 Hyder Edward Rollins, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1955) 1: 184-85.
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 conditions of sociality, much as the novel itself does when Frankenstein,
 observing the monster's first convulsive signs of life, finds "the beauty
 of the dream vanished," flees, then collapses and dreams of Elizabeth
 "in the bloom of health" turning into the rotting body of his mother as
 soon as he kisses her (53).
 What the monster reflects is the reversed image of Frankenstein's

 original speculativeness, his Promethean quest after knowledge. The
 monster seeks "to become linked to the chain of existence and events,
 from which I am now excluded" (143)?the very chain that Frankenstein
 has sought to snap. In part, his repulsiveness is that he so vividly reminds
 all the sensitive souls who look on him of their own creatural status as

 animated matter, "mere instruments" in Polidori's phrase.19 But one can
 become familiar with horror?as witness Frankenstein elbow-deep in
 gothic gore for weeks in his "work-shop of filthy creation" (50). Evi
 dently the reason he continues despite such familiarity to find the mon
 ster intolerable is that the monster, rather than fulfilling Frankenstein's
 dream of omnipotence, only reprojects it in a different form with star
 tlingly unexpected desires of its own?desires for sympathy, a compan
 ion and possibly a family (163), all of which constitute a return of just
 those needs the creator has been repressing for the sake of his work.
 Frankenstein thus remains trapped within a m?tonymie chain of desire
 leading only to more, and more alien, desire. This is the "giddy circle"
 that Harold pursues, "chasing Time," "searching through the crowd to
 find / Fit speculation" yet unable to "view the ripened rose" and not
 "seek To wear it" or "curiously behold" beauty without seeking to
 possess it (in. 11, 10).

 Like Mary Shelley's Introduction, Byron's stanza 33, written in early
 July and thus the very last addition to Childe Harold in, shows how this
 alienating chain of desire can imprison the writer in his own textual
 projection. The life in Harold only perpetuates Byron's sense of having
 "outlived myself by many a day,"20 making him an animated corpse
 that "[Lives] in shattered guise, and still, and cold, / And bloodless
 . . . / Yet withers on . . .":

 And thus the heart will break, yet brokenly live on:

 Even as a broken mirror, which the glass
 In every fragment multiplies; and makes

 19- The Diary of Dr. John William Polidori, ed. W. M. Rossetti (London: 1911), entry of
 June 15, 1816.

 20. Epistle to Augusta, st. 14.
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 A thousand images of one that was,
 The same, and still the more, the more it breaks

 (m. 3 2-3 3)

 Such endless self-fragmentation exposes the contradiction inherent in
 the eighteenth-century doctrine of "sympathy," which for Hume and
 Adam Smith is the sole principle able to reverse the ordinary course of
 Lockean association whereby sense-impressions are converted into ideas.
 "The minds of men are as mirrors to one another not only because they
 reflect each others emotions," says Hume, "but also because those rays
 of passions, sentiments, and opinions may be often reverberated. " As a
 result, "the ideas and impressions of others, [which] appear at first in
 our minds, and are conceiv'd to belong to another person, as we conceive
 any matter of fact . . . are converted into the very impressions they
 represent, " so that we seem to experience the other's impressions directly
 as our own.21 However, that "seem" is a seam indeed, for Humean
 sensationalism remains in place, however incompatibly with Hume's
 stated doctrine of sympathy: we only think we experience what the other
 does, we can never know for sure. As Jerome Christensen points out,
 "There is nothing in particular being reflected in these mirrors. . . . The
 specularity involves no labor?sympathy does the work of work?nor
 does it anticipate any realizable good. . . . Hume's image represents the
 imaging of representation itself as a self-contained, animated system."22

 This is what Frankenstein fears the moment he meets the monster's eyes:
 not "becoming" the monster, who will always remain physically sepa
 rate because, as the latter well knows, "the human senses are insur

 mountable barriers to our union" (141), but having to confront through
 the monster the infinite regress of solipsistic desires which he has rep
 resented to himself as "a self-contained, animated system." In terms of
 Byron's image of the shattered heart, he fears seeing himself endlessly
 reflected in the monster's eyes.23 Even when the mirror is unbroken it
 appears, like the Frankenstein monster, as an ambiguously sexed seducer
 whose face is the alien image of the author's own:

 21. David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge, rev. P. H.
 Nidditch (1739-40; Oxford: Clarendon, 1978) 365, 319-20.

 22. Jerome Christensen, Practicing Enlightenment: Hume and the Formation of a Literary
 Career (Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1987) 76, 78.

 23. Cf. Francis Jeffrey's Frankensteinian picture of Byron in his review of Canto in: "he
 is haunted almost perpetually with the image of a being feeding and fed upon by violent
 passions." Edinburgh Review 27 (February 1817): 277-310; rpt. in Critical Heritage 100.
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 Lake Leman woos me with its crystal face,
 The mirror where the stars and mountains view

 The stillness of their aspect in each trace
 Its clear depth yields of their far height and hue:
 There is too much of man here, to look through
 With a fit mind the might which I behold.

 (m. 68)

 The smooth face is assumedly female, but as "its" very name suggests,
 Lake Leman contains "too much of man. " The man in question is, of
 course, the poet gazing into the face and glimpsing in the depths of his
 reflection the surrounding Alps, a "might" as uncanny as Percy's Mont
 Blanc and hence accessible to a "fit" (i.e., sane) mind only in the guise
 of partially anthropomorphized "aspects."

 Considering how intently Byron and the Shelleys were reading Rous
 seau in 1816, it isn't surprising that Rousseau's Essay on the Origin of
 Languages helps clarify the process of mirroring behind these confron
 tations of alien desire. "The figurative word is born before the literal

 word," Rousseau explains, "when our gaze is held in passionate fasci
 nation":

 Upon meeting others, a savage man will initially be frightened.
 Because of his fear he sees the others as bigger and stronger than
 himself. He calls them giants. After many experiences, he recognizes
 that these so-called giants are neither bigger nor stronger than he.

 Their stature does not approach the idea he had initially attached to
 the word giant. So he invents another name common to them and
 to him, such as the name man, for example, and leaves giant to the
 fictitious object that had impressed him during his illusion.24

 But as Paul de Man argues, if "giant" is a metaphor of fear that is at
 first mistaken for literal truth, then "man," a conceptual term that
 emerges from a process of comparison based on measurement, must be
 "doubly metaphorical: it first consists of the blind moment of passionate
 error that leads to the word 'giant,' then of the moment of deliberate
 error that uses number to tame the original wild metaphor into harm
 lessness. . . . Man invents the concept man by means of another concept
 that is itself illusory. " The result of Rousseau's "negative insight" here
 is the establishment ofthat equality within inequality or sameness within

 24- Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Essay on the Origin of Languages, in On the Origin of Language:
 Two Essays by Rousseau and Herder, trans. John H. Moran and Alexander Gode (New
 York: Ungar, 1966) 13.
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 difference without which, the Second Discourse makes clear, civil society
 could not exist. And so de Man concludes, "Far from being a repression
 of the political . . . literature is condemned to being the truly political
 mode of discourse. "25

 In "The Prisoner of Chill?n," written during the ten-day sailing tour
 of Lake Geneva with Percy Shelley at the end of June, Byron explores
 the alternative to such sociality, "the happy prison" (as Victor Brombert
 terms it)26 of romantic organicism. Solitude, however, turns out to be
 just another ideology, specifically the self-concealing "ideology against
 'ideology'"27 that Percy Shelley's March 1816 volume had critiqued via
 the sonnet "To Wordsworth" and the Wordsworthian narrator of Alas

 tor. Wordsworthian delight in being an inmate of this active universe is
 mocked and inverted by Bonivard's merely exhausted perception that
 the spiders, mice and he are prisoners indeed, "all inmates of one place"
 (38 s).28 Bonivard's troubling next remark, "And I, the monarch of each
 race, / Had power to kill?yet, strange to tell! / In quiet we had learn'd
 to dwell" (386-88), portrays him as a parodically miniaturized Napoleon
 still preoccupied in exile by imperial fantasies.29 Moreover, if the point
 of "The Prisoner" is that Bonivard's wise passiveness is in fact a self
 deceptive forgetting of the revolutionary politics that landed him in
 prison in the first place, then Byron's apologetic admission in his note
 that his poem misrepresents the real-life Bonivard (PW 4: 453) shows
 him extending such historicism to himself.

 25- Paul de Man, Allegories of Reading: Figurai Language in Rousseau, Nietzsche, Rilke,
 and Proust (New Haven: Yale UP, 1979) 154, 157. See also Stanley Cavell's discussion of
 the Rousseau passage in The Claim of Reason: Wittgenstein, Skepticism, Morality, and Tragedy
 (New York: Oxford UP, 1979) 466-67.
 26. Victor Brombert, "The Happy Prison: A Recurrent Romantic Metaphor," in Ro

 manticism: Vistas, Instances, Continuities, ed David Thorburn and Geoffrey Hartman (Ithaca:
 Cornell UP, 1973) 62.

 27. The quoted phrase is James Chandler's in Wordsworth's Second Nature: A Study of the
 Poetry and Politics (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1984) 216-34, esp. 232-33. See also McGann,
 Fiery Dust 174-85.

 28. Compare stanzas ix and x with Frankenstein's account of his feelings in the aftermath
 of his father's death: "What then became of me? I know not; I lost sensation, and chains
 and darkness were the only objects that pressed upon me. . . . But liberty had been a
 useless gift to me had I not, as I awakened to reason, at the same time awakened to
 revenge" (196). Thus does Frankenstein avoid the fate of the Prisoner of Chill?n, who
 "Regain'd [his] freedom with a sigh" (392) that shows it to be useless.

 29. This is Byron's response to the Toryism of Scott's "Field of Waterloo," in which
 the exiled emperor is invited back into the European fold provided he can exploit his
 "sequester'd spot"?in precisely the manner Brombert would suggest?to achieve the
 "worthier" inward "conquest" of "Those passions wild, that stubborn soul" (st. 18).
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 Returning therefore to "Darkness," we are in position to note the
 poem's similarities to Volney's Ruins of Empires (a favorite of Percy
 Shelley's and one of the monster's first readings), which begins by
 celebrating the collapse of despotism through all-pervasive death: "And
 now a mournful skeleton is all that subsists of this opulent city, and
 nothing remains of its powerful government but a vain and obscure
 remembrance."30 Viewed in this light, "Darkness" looks less like a
 despondent internalization of failed millenial hopes than a meditation on
 the preconditions for social renewal.31 The meditation is plainly mordant
 since, in Byron's reductio, those preconditions require the extinction of
 the human race; in Byron's version of the Rousseauist confrontation,
 the two strangers never get over their initial fright but simply die of it,
 thereby foreclosing the last chance for civil society. And yet, how "civil"
 was the society of pre-revolutionary Europe? Byron's "negative insight"
 in "Darkness" is two-edged. On one side, the poem shows that reflexive
 self-consciousness, the foundation for Rousseau of sympathy and soci
 ety, is also a form of self-blindness that may result in a society not
 worth having. On the other side, Byron realizes that Rousseau's disclo
 sure of the primacy of figurative language makes the poet by definition
 a political animal whose felt need for personal renewal cannot be sepa
 rated from sociality except through the worse self-blindness of hypoc
 risy.

 Frankenstein's closing merry-go-round chase between Victor and the
 monster, each the other's unacknowledged double and therefore driven
 across empty wastes by a desire not only murderous but suicidal, closely
 resembles the scene between Byron's self-estranged enemies and likewise
 implies?faintly, but no less so than the repeatedly cited "Rime of the

 Ancient Mariner" does?the possibility of escape and renewal. As Fran
 kenstein makes clear, his life-story is over even before his narrative
 begins: "nothing can alter my destiny: listen to my history, and you will
 perceive how irrevocably it is determined" (24). Accordingly, his tale is
 told without any personal consequence such as catharsis or absolution?
 hence Mary Shelley's avoidance of the climactic final confrontation we
 expect between the two antagonists. Nonetheless, whereas Frankenstein

 30. C. F. C. Volney, The Ruins, or a Survey of the Revolutions of Empires (London, 1878)
 4

 31. Cf. the letter to Augusta Leigh of August 27, 1816: "do not 'hate yourself'[;] if you
 hate either let it be me?but do not?it would kill me; we are the last persons in the
 world?who ought?or could cease to love one another." Byron's Letters & Journals, ed.
 Leslie A. Marchand, 12 vols. (Cambridge: Belknap, 1973-82) 5: 89. Henceforth cited as
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 is repeatedly unable to listen to the monster (most absurdly when he
 misinterprets the latter's threat, "I will be with you on your wedding
 night"), Walton has always been interested in language and poetry (14
 15) and adopts the role of Frankenstein's passive scribe only provision
 ally. His refusal to tyrannize over his mutinous crew shows him begin
 ning to interpret and apply the tale, much as his neglect of Frankenstein's
 dying request "to undertake my pilgrimage" of destroying the monster
 (206) shows his responsiveness to the tale's heteroglot nuances, and to
 the monster's voice above all. Frankenstein's narrative is indeed an object
 lesson in the dangers of overreaching ambition, but one shouldn't there
 fore assume that Mary Shelley condemns all questing (nobody assumes
 this of the author of Alastor, whose moralistic Preface announces a
 similar lesson). Whether he intends it or not, Frankenstein's last words,

 which are usually taken to reemphasize the novel's dualistic oppositions
 of bourgeois domesticity, female sympathy, and complacency versus
 heroic individualism, male ambition, and self-destructive torment, also
 admit the possibility of overcoming them: "Farewell, Walton! Seek
 happiness in tranquillity, and avoid ambition, even if it be only the
 apparently innocent one of distinguishing yourself in science and dis
 coveries. Yet why do I say this? I have myself been blasted in these
 hopes, yet another may succeed" (215). Rather than ambivalently as
 serting the mutual exclusiveness of these goals, Frankenstein may simply

 mean that his hopes were blasted because they were tainted by a selfish
 desire for fame and "distinction," but someone able to avoid this last
 infirmity of noble mind may succeed where he has failed. Conceivably,
 the modern Prometheus is not Frankenstein but Walton: a leader who

 by allying his hopes with the general will of the crew can surmount the
 anguished isolation that consumes Napeolonic exiles such as Franken
 stein and the Byronic Prometheus no less than it does the Prometheus
 of Aeschylus, and so can travel back into society to take up responsi
 bilities whose realization lies beyond our present imagining.32

 32. Similarly, Byron's Prophecy of Dante (1819) argues, much like Keats in The Fall of
 Hyperion,

 Many are poets but without the name,
 For what is poesy but to create
 From overfeeling good or ill; and aim

 At an external life beyond our fate,
 And be the new Prometheus of new men

 (iv. 10-14)

 Although the passage goes on to claim that these creators "[Find] the pleasure given repaid
 with pain, " nevertheless Byron's chief point is that "whatsoe'er / The form which their
 creations may assay," all such intellectuals "Are bards" (iv. 16-25).
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 This is the direction in which Childe Harold Canto in moves. Byron
 likewise is struggling in 1816 against the idea that the only alternative
 to his defunct family hopes is the self-destructive solitude of a Napoleon
 or Rousseau?a double-bind whereby, as Francis Jeffrey put it in his
 review of Canto in, "those only have any chance of tranquillity or
 happiness in this world, whom it is the object of his poetry to make us
 shun and despise."33 His July Fragment, "Could I remount the river of
 my years" (a.k.a. "the Absent are the dead"), accordingly, reverses the
 logic of "The Dream": instead of getting something for nothing, the
 poet gets nothing ("the dead") for something ("the [merely] absent").
 But the reversal is potentially empowering because, inasmuch as his
 exile has absented everybody (Augusta, Ada, and Annabella), there is no
 longer any effective distinction between the living present and the dead
 past, or autobiography and history, or personal misfortune and the ruins
 of empire. Despite its apparent debt to Coleridge's stultifying "Limbo,"
 the Fragment ends with the dark hope of learning the language of "the
 underearth inhabitants" so as to discover "the key / Of [Earth's] pro
 fundity . . . / And fathom hidden wonders" (33-39)?precisely the hope
 that initiates the redemptive action of Prometheus Unbound, which simi
 larly depends on the existence of a nether realm including Demogorgon
 and the Phantasm of Jupiter.
 The importance in Childe Harold in of the Rhine Valley sequence,

 composed during the last ten days of May, is that by exposing Harold's
 inner emptiness it opens Byron to the sociohistorical possibilities ex
 plored in the lyric poems of July. Like the Poet of Alastor, Harold ends
 his pilgrimage with "subdued mind" in a regressive eddy of Dejection
 Ode "joy" (in.52, 54). As a Hegelian "beautiful soul" whose "self
 consciousness [has] withdrawn into the inmost retreats of its being, with
 all externality, as such, gone and vanished," Harold's "sole and only
 possession, is itself a process of disappearance.',34 With his "mind . . .
 coloured by [the Rhine's] every hue" (111.60), Harold has realized the
 poem's pre-Geneva goal of self-solacing oneness with nature, and so he
 abandons his Promethean quest (111.59). His mind now Haroldless, By
 ron struggles in the latter third of the Canto to recognize that nature
 alone cannot suffice to repeople it. For Wordsworth, love of nature leads
 to love of man. But Byron has been pursuing nature to escape society.
 Thus the wisely passive silence with which the storm sequence begins

 33- Edinburgh Review 27 (February 1817): 277-310; rpt. in Critical Heritage 102.
 34. G. W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Mind, trans. J. B. Baillie, 2nd ed. (1807; New

 York: Harper & Row, 1967) 66$-66.
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 in stanza 89, a silence full of placid Words worthian "thoughts too deep,"
 climaxes with the quite different silence of stanza 97: dramatic, turbulent,
 Promethean.

 Could I embody and unbosom now
 That which is most within me,?could I wreak
 My thoughts upon expression, and thus throw
 Soul?heart?mind?passions?feelings?strong or weak?
 All that I would have sought, and all I seek,
 Bear, know, feel?and yet breathe?into one word,
 And that one word were Lightning, I would speak;
 But as it is, I live and die unheard,

 With a most voiceless thought, sheathing it as a sword.
 (m. 97)

 Apparently, the poet wants to complete the dialectic between his
 preceding meditation and the storm by arriving at an unmediated ex
 pression that would correspond to the most sublime force of nature
 itself;35 this would be a performative utterance of "words which are
 things" (m. 114) in the sense of enacting their meaning. Observes Paul

 H. Fry, the stanza "is a chain of near-synonyms at once slurred together
 and isolated by the dashes that attempt proleptically to be the lightning,"
 and yet this "imitation of Nature's inscriptive force is simply to reduce
 writing to a literal image of the fleshly chain" of the ordinary dying
 generations of men unworthy of commemoration.36 On this view, the
 stanza parallels Frankenstein's effort, also inspired by a bolt of Alpine
 lightning, to embody and unbosom his own Promethean spark of life,
 an effort that only re-enchains him to the created other whose mundane
 demands for relationship he cannot escape. But it seems to me the
 contrary is true: the stanza rejects the previously sought "mutual lan
 guage" of Nature's "companionship" (in. 13). The introductory stanza
 88 explicitly discusses nature-worship as a compensatory projection of

 man's imperial ambition: "If. . . we would read the fate / Of men and
 empires" in the stars and "claim a kindred" with them, it is only because,
 "in our aspirations to be great, / Our destinies o'erleap their mortal

 35- Cf. Michael Vicario, "The Implications of Form in Childe Harold's Pilgrimage,1' Keats
 Shelley Journal 33 (1984): 123-24. See also Sheila Emerson, "Byron's 'one word': The
 Language of Self-Expression in Childe Harold in," Studies in Romanticism 20 (1981): 363,
 373-76; and Hodgson 379-80.

 36. Paul H. Fry, "The Absent Dead: Wordsworth, Byron, and the Epitaph," Studies in
 Romanticism 17 (1978): 426-27. I follow Fry in citing the stanza as it appears in Poetical
 Works, ed. E. H. Coleridge, 7 vols. (London: John Murray, 1898-1904) 2: 276.
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 state." Stanza 97 accordingly repudiates organicism, which could only
 lead the poet to repeat Coleridge's self-abnegation after the storm scene
 in the Dejection Ode (Byron's model here). Certainly the "resort to
 syntax in the last lines" serves, in Fry's words, "as a decorous excuse,
 as a renewed circumlocution" for the stanza's "self-admitted failure,"
 but the poet's doubt whether he could accomplish his aim has already
 emerged in the phrase "and yet breathe," which is not a renewed cir
 cumlocution but forms part of the original wish. To put it differently,
 the poet recognizes from the outset that his lightning-word is no more
 than what Stanley Cavell would term "a fantasy of necessary inexpres
 siveness," the actualization of which would produce a doppelg?nger at
 the cost of his own individuality.37
 Byron's ensuing contemplation of Clarens in stanzas 99-104 is thus a

 return to nature neither simple or direct.

 'Twas not for fiction chose Rousseau this spot,
 Peopling it with affections; but he found
 It was the scene which passion must allot
 To the mind's purified beings . . .

 (in. 104)

 Byron notes, "It would be difficult to see Clarens . . . without being
 forcibly struck with its peculiar adaptation to the persons and events
 with which it has been peopled. ... If Rousseau had never written, not
 lived, the same associations would not less have belonged to such
 scenes." (PW 2: 312). And yet as Byron implicitly acknowledges, if he
 hadn't read Rousseau's Nouvelle H?lo?se in the first place, he wouldn't
 have embarked with Percy Shelley on the sailing tour of Lake Geneva
 to make this "survey of all the scenes most celebrated by Rousseau."
 And so the dichotomy between nature and writing breaks down; both
 are seen to be forms of representation. As Percy Shelley's "intellectual
 philosophy" puts it: "Nothing exists but as it is perceived. The difference
 is merely nominal between those two classes of thought, which are
 vulgarly distinguished by the names of ideas and of external objects"
 (CW 6: 196). For Byron, Clarens?that is to say (in a rather naively
 Shelley an way), "the feeling with which all around Clarens ... is
 invested ... a sense of the existence of love in its most extended and
 sublime capacity, and of our own participation of its good and of its
 glory"?is found to be realized by the same imaginative effort as poetry

 37- Cavell 351-53
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 itself.38 Love of nature-as-culture leads Byron not to love of man in the
 universalized elegiac mode of Wordsworth but rather to vigorously
 specific criticism of the establishment?hence his admiration in the next
 stanzas of "Titan-like" ironists like Gibbon and Voltaire (111.105). More
 over, to deconstruct the opposition of nature and culture?as Frankenstein
 (begun the previous week) does by its very premise, for to which realm
 does the monster belong??is to view the body and embodiment as
 partly social-political constructs, much as Mary Shelley's monster clearly
 represents at some level the Promethean energies unleashed by the
 French Revolution.39 Byron's clubfoot, his personal ball and chain, ren
 ders him, too, at once Promethean and monstrous. By the end of Canto
 in, though, he has ceased on the one hand to introject his deformity as
 the "invisibly . . . fettering" chain (in.9) of private punishment, while
 on the other hand denying it through the fantasy of complete incorpo
 reality envisaged in stanza 6.

 It is appropriate, therefore, that Byron draws Canto in to a close by
 declaring, "I do believe, / Though I have found them not, that there
 may be / Words which are things" (111.114). So far from seeking some
 unmediated word of lightning, Byron here is reaching toward a less
 purely private language whose referential, denotative function hasn't
 been fully usurped by self-expression. In the precarious address to his
 daughter Ada, he claims to have discovered at least one word that truly
 names its object, and all the more so for her untouchable distance from
 him, since without absence there is no representation. "Ada" thus brings
 down to earth and makes utterable the otherwise self-destructive word

 of lightning. By the same token, this flesh-and-blood daughter will
 become, the poet hopes, a benign embodiment of the Promethean spark
 he has previously managed to externalize only in such doomed self
 projections as his earlier child, Harold. By the end of Canto in, then,
 the m?tonymie chain of earthly objects becomes for Byron not a re
 pressive binding of some inexpressible transcendent desire but the very
 source of a desire now distinctly politicized, not an obstacle but a means
 to his essential restlessness as a poet born for opposition. He thereby
 wins through to the freedom of thought that comes of using language

 38. Cf. Shelley's letter to Thomas Peacock of July 22, 1816 describing Mont Blanc and
 the Arve: "All was as much our own as if we had been the creators of such impressions
 in the minds of others, as now occupied our own" (CW 9: 184).

 39. See, e.g., Lee Sterrenburg, "Mary Shelley's Monster," in The Endurance of "Frank
 enstein", ed. George Levine and U. C. Knoepflmacher (Berkeley: U of California P, 1979)
 143-71; and Chris Baldick, In Frankenstein's Shadow: Myth, Monstrosity, and Nineteenth
 century Writing (Oxford: Clarendon, 1987).
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 for true nomination, a freedom tentatively realized in the sociopolitical
 concerns of the lyrics of July and subsequently reflected in Manfred,
 who withstands the enemy Spirits' various forms of ideological rhetoric
 and embraces his mortality without evasion or consolation. With the
 play's closing words, written sometime in January or February 1817
 (PW 4: 464), the Byronic Prometheus of the previous year, who had
 seemed permanently arrested in a state of self-preoccupied life-in-death,
 is finally laid to rest: "'tis not so difficult to die" (m.iv.151).

 University of Texas, Austin
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